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1-out-of-n Signatures from a Variety of Keys

M asayuki A B E *1, M iyak o O H K U B O ^ , and  K o u ta ro u  S U Z U K I*, M em b ers

S U M M A R Y  This paper addresses how to use public-keys c!f 
several different signature schemes to generate 1-out-of-n signa
tures. Previously known constructions are for either RS^.-type 
keys only or DL-type keys only. We present a widely applicable 
method to construct a 1-out-of-n signature scheme that allows 

^mixture use of different flavors of keys at the same time. Irhe 
Vesulting scheme is more efficient than previous schemes even if 
it is used only with a single type of keys. With all DL-type keys, 
it yields shorter signatures than the ones of the previously known 
scheme based on the witness indistinguishable proofs by Cramer, 
et al. With all RSA-type keys, it reduces both computational 
and storage costs compared to that of the Ring signatures by 
Rivest, et al.
key words: signer ambiguity, ring signature, discrete-log

1. In trod u ction

A 1-out-of-n signature convinces a verifier that a docu
ment is signed by one of n possible independent signers 
without allowing the verifier to identify which signer it 
was. It can be seen as a simple group signature that 
has no group manager who can revoke the identity of 
the signer in case o f emergency. Such a signature can 
also be seen as a kind of non-interactive proof that the 
signer owns a witness (secret-key) that corresponds to 
one of n commitments (public-keys) or theorems with
out leaking which one it really is. Such a primitive, as a 
signature scheme and/or a proof system, plays a central 
role in variety of applications such as group signatures 
[6], [9], designated verifier signatures [21], mix-nets [1], 
electronic voting [13], [14] and so on.

In [12], Cramer, Damgard and Shoenmakers pre
sented a widely applicable yet efficient construction of 
t-out-of-n witness indistinguishable proofs [17] based 
on secret sharing and public-coin honest verifier zero- 
knowledge proofs. It can be transformed into t-out- 
of-n signatures via the Fiat-Shamir technique [16]. It 
Is especially suitable for converting Schnorr signatures 
[28] and Guillou-Quisquater signatures [20] into t-out- 
of-n signatures. It also allows to involve RSA signature 
scheme based on a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge 
about the factors of RSA modulus, e.g. [7], [8], but they 
are less efficient than the Schnorr or the GQ signatures
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both in computation and storage. [27] offers more intri
cate construction of t-out-of-n proofs for membership.

In [26], an efficient construction of 1-out-of-n 
signatures with RSA public-keys was introduced by 
Rivest, Shamir and Tauman. Called the Rihg Signa
ture Scheme, it is based on trapdoor-one-way permu
tations (TPs for short) and an ideal block cipher that 
is regarded as a perfectly random permutation. The 
name reflects its unique structure such that a signer 
who knows at least one witness (trapdoor information) 
can connect the head and tail o f a series of n random 
permutations to shape the sequence into a ring. Since 
the trapdoor is essential in their construction, it is only 
for the keys like RSA ’s and the discrete-log keys are not 
support^ .

There are other solutions that are more efficient 
but work only in non-separable models where all public- 
keys are related. For instance, when public-keys of the 
Schnorr signature scheme are chosen from a common 
group, one can construct an efficient 1-out-of-n signa
ture scheme as shown in Appendix. Such non-separable 
but highly 'efficient schemes may be useful when used 
within a specific group. In general, however, public- 
keys are selected independently by each signer. Even 
key-length would differ from user to user. Construc
tions based on [12] and [26] suit a separable model 
where no underlying group axe assumed. Hence, they 
are ‘setup-free’ ; if one utilizes an existing public-key in
frastructure, the key-setup phase only for this purpose 
is unnecessary. Furthermore, each key can be freely 
updated whfenever each user wishes.

As introduced in [26], one application of 1-out-of- 
n  signatures 4s to involve somebody else’s public-keys 
into one’s signature without their agreement. Although 
there are pros and cons for such usage, it is surely useful 
for protecting privacy. Unfortunately, all above men
tioned known schemes have particular shortcomings for 
this purpose; What if one is using DSA while others 
are using RSA? Generating a new RSA key only for 
this purpose is not a great idea. It is important to 
have wide freedom for choosing various public-keys to 
involve.

O ur con tr ib u tion . We present a widely applicable 
method of constructing 1-out-of-n signature schemes 
that allows to use several flavors of public-keys such as 
these for integer factoring based schemes and discrete-
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log based schemes at the same time. We describe two 
classes of signature schemes, which we call trapdoor- 
one-way type and three-move type, whose public-keys 
can be used for our construction.

Our approach also has several advantages even for 
the use with the same kind of keys like the former 
schemes:
1. When our scheme is used only with public-keys 
of three-move type signature schemes converted from 
zero-knowledge proof system, it results in a more effi
cient scheme than previously known three-move based 
construction [12] with regard to the size of signatures. 
For large n, it saves signature length about by half. 
Since this type of schemes includes the discrete-log 
based public-keys, this can be seen as the first construc
tion of a ring signature scheme based on the discrete 
logarithm problem.
2. When our scheme is used only with the trapdoor- 
one-way based public-keys such as RSA, it results in 
a simplified ring signature scheme. By eliminating the 
use of block cipher and costly domain adjustment in the 
former scheme [26], our scheme offers shorter signature 
and less computation. In particular,

• The signature size of ours is about 13% less than 
that of the previous construction when RSA with 
modulus size 1024 bits are used.

• Both size of signature and computation in our sig
nature generation is proportional to the average 
size of the modulus while that of former scheme it 
is proportional to the maximum size of the mod
ulus. Accordingly, one long modulus does not im
pact efficiency in our scheme unlike the previous 
scheme.

We will show several concrete examples following 
our abstract construction. The security is proven in the 
random oracle model [2] as well as previously known 
schemes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec
tion 2 defines security of 1-out-of-n signatures. We 
review two constructions that work in the separable 
model in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes our construction 
in an abstract way. Some concrete examples are given 
in Sect. 6. It includes a discrete-log version of the ring 
signature scheme, improved and simplified version of 
the RSA-based ring signatures, and small case of mix
ture use of RSA and DL type signatures. In Sect. 7 the 
efficiency of some concrete instantiations are analyzed 
in detail.

2. Definitions

Definition 2.1 (Signer Ambiguous Signature 
Schemes)

A 1-out-of-n signature scheme Sig is a triple of 
polynomial-time algorithms, Sig =  (Q ,S ,V ):
(sk ,pk ) <— Q (lK,type), which is a probabilistic algo

rithm that takes security parameter k and a key-type 
specifier type, and outputs secret-key sk and public-key 
pk.
a <— S (L ,sk ,m ), which is a (probabilistic) algorithm 
that takes a set o f public-keys L, a secret-key sk whose 
public-key is included in L, and a message m, and out
puts a signature a.
1/0 <— V (L ,m ,cr), which is an algorithm that takes 
L, m and signature a, and outputs 1 or 0 mean
ing accept or reject, respectively. We require that 
V (L ,m ,S (L ,sk ,m )) =  1 for  any message m, any L 
that consists o f public-keys generated by Q and any sk 
whose public-key is included in L.

Q can be seen as a collection of key generators for var
ious signature schemes and type names one of them. If 
L includes public-keys based on different security pa
rameters, the security of Sig is set to the smallest one 
among them.

The security of 1-out-of-n signature schemes has 
two aspects: signer ambiguity and unforgeability. In
formally, the signer ambiguity is that it is infeasible to 
identify which secret-key is used to generate a signa
ture.

Definition 2.2 (Signer Ambiguity) Let L =
{pk1, . . .  ,pkn}  be the set o f public-keys generated by 
(pk^ski) <— £/(lKi,ty p e j. Sig is unconditionally 
signer ambiguous if, fo r  any L, m, sk, and a <— 
S (L ,sk ,m ), given (L ,m ,a ), any unbound adversary 
identifies pk € L that corresponds to sk with probability 
exactly 1/|L|.

Unforgeability is defined similar to the notion of 
existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen mes
sage attacks [19]. To capture the situation that the 
signer involves public-keys generated by the adversary, 
we allow the adversary to add arbitrary public-keys to 
the list of public-keys and to ask the signing oracle 
to sign with an adaptively chosen subset of the keys. 
Accordingly, we consider adaptive chosen message and 
chosen public-key attacks. Formally, we define the se
curity through the following game. Let (ski,pk {) be 
a key of some type generated by Q, and let Linit be a 
collection of n such public-keys the adversary attacks. 
By k we denote the smallest security parameter used 
to generate the keys in Lmlt. Let Ladd be denote the list 
of public-keys added by the adversary, which is empty 
at the beginning. By L3\\, we denote Linit U i add •

Definition 2.3 (Adaptive Chosen Message and 
Chosen Public-key Attack)

1. Adversary A{L-mit) makes the following queries ar
bitrary times in arbitrary order.

• A  sends Q j =  (L j ,m ,j ) to the signing oracle 
SO . If Lj  C L 3h, the oracle returns Gj that
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> satisfies V (L j,n ij,crj) =  1. Otherwise, _L is
returned.

' '  • A  issues add(pkj). Public-key pkj is then ap-
> pended to L add-

2. A  outputs (L, m,5").

Let {(L j,rrij,crj)} denote the history o f conversation 
between SO  and A . We say that A  wins the garhe if 

i -
• {L ,rh ,a) £  { (L jt mjt a j) } ,
• L C  i/n/t, and
• V (L ,rh,a) =  1.

ThH second condition is to prevent the trivial forgery 
that the adversary yields signatures with the self
generated public-keys.

D efinition 2.4 (U n forgea b ility ) Sig is existentially 
unforgeable against adaptive chosen message and cho- 
sin'public-key attacks if any probabilistic polynomial- 
tirtie 'Adversary A  wins the above game with probability 
negligible in k .

I jl
j It is important to remark that the above definition 

states that the list of public-keys must not be altered 
as, well as the message. That is, one should not be able 
to add or remove public-keys associated to the given 
signatures.

3 .’* P rev iou s Schem es
j>

3.1 i Witness Indistinguishable Signatures [12]

Here we show a witness indistinguishable signature 
scheihe in a concrete discrete logarithm setting. The 
scheme is based on [12] but slightly modified to work in 
separable setting, i.e. it accepts different groups. Let 
Pi, 'be large primes. Let (gi) denote a prime sub
group of Z*t generated by g% whose order is qi. Let 
Xi, yi be j/* =  giXi mod pi. Here, X{ is the secret-key 
w dt{yi,p i,qi,g i) is the public-key. Let L  be a set of 
{Vi,Ph Qi: 9i) f° r * — 1) ■ • • in - We assume that all qi are 
in'th'e same size, say £ bits. Let H  : {0 ,1 }*  —► { 0 ,1 }£_1 
be ^'publicly available hash function.

A> signer who owns secret-key Xk generates a signa
ture, for message m with public-key list L  that includes 
his own public-key, in the following way.

W -l  (Simulation step): For every i G { 1 , . . . ,  n } \ 
{k } ,  compute at =  g p y f1 mod Pi for Si <— Z qt, 
d  <- {0 ,1 }*- 1 .

W -2 (Real proof step): Compute
\

r^ <
at =  gkTk mod pk 
c =  H (L ,m ,a i : - ■ ■ , an)

Ck =  C © Cl © • • • ® Ck—1 © Cfe+ i © • • • © cn 
(©: bitwise-XOR.)
S k = r k - c k - x k mod qk.

W -3  Output cr =  (ci, s i , . . .  ,c „ , sn).

A ( i ,  m,o") is valid if Si G Z 9i and C; G {0, l}^ -1  for all 
i =  l , . . . , n  and

®Z=1ci =  H (L ,m ,g {1y l1 m o d p i,- -  - ,fl£ny£n m od p n).

The size of a  is at most n(2£— 1) bits. The security 
can be proven in the random oracle model by using the 
rewinding simulation technique [18], [23], [25].

When \qi\ differs a lot, a modification is needed to 
retain collision property. That is, t  is set to be larger 
than the largest |q»| and sk is computed as Sk =  Tk — 
Xk ■ CRHk(ck) mod qk where CRHk ’■ {0 ,1 }*  —» Z qk is 
a collision'resistant hash function.

U
3.2 Ring Signatures with Trapdoor-One-Way Permu

tations [26]

Let ft : { 0 ,1 }1 —> {0 ,1 }*  be a trapdoor-one-way per
mutation where its inverse, f f 1, can be computed only 
if the trapdoor information is known. Let E ,D  be 
a symmefric-kpy encryption and decryption function 
whose message spacg j§ {0,1}^ . Let H  be a hash func
tion whose/output'domain matches to the key-space of
E ,D .

Given fii• ,.. ., / n, the signer who can compute /fc_1 
generates a^-signature^for- message m  as follows.

R - l  (Initialization)’: ' Compute rn =  D k (ci) where 
K  =  f flm )  and’ ci <— {b, l } f .

R -2  (Forward sequfence): For’i =  1 , . . . ,  k—1, compute 
Ci+i =  E k (cI © f i fe i j)1 for Si <- {0 ,1 }* .

R -3 (Backward sequence):' For i =  n , . . . ,  k +  1, com
pute r<_i =  D K (ri ©  fi(s i) )  for s* <- {0 ,1 }*.

R -4  (Shaping W o  a ring): Compute Sk =  f k 1{ck®i'k)
J

The resulting signature is (ci, s i, S2 , . . . ,  s „). A 
signature-messag^ pair is verified by computing K  =  
H (m ) and ci+,j. =, E fcfa  © / ; ( s i )) for i =  1 , . . . ,  n, and 
accept if Cn+x =  c\ holds.

In practice, each trapdoor permutations will be 
defined over individual domain such as Zjvr  In such 
a case, the above scheme need to transform such in
dividual functions into common-domain trapdoor per
mutations. This .transformation incurs some overhead. 
The following method is suggested in [26] to transform 
Si into fi  defined over common-domain {0, l } e where 
I =  max{[iV;|} +  160. Let £< be the RSA encryption 
function with modulus Ni. Let Q and S be positive in
tegers such that QN{ +  S =  s and 0 <  S <  N{ . Define

QNi +  £i(S) i i ( Q  +  l ) N i < 2 e 
s otherwise.
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In order for the latter case to happen only with negli
gible probability, t  should be polynomially larger than 
the size of largest modulus. For instance, if the largest 
modulus is 2048 bits, I  will be 2048 +  16T0 tjits. f Accord
ingly, the resulting signature size is 2208(n +  1) tits. 
This would be a large overhead xwhen other moduli are 
all 1024 bits.

The above ring signature is existentially unforge- 
able against adaptive qh'osen ‘menage attacks ,in the 
ideal cipher model where E  and D  are modeled by truly 
random .permutations.

>ii i 
3.3 Other Related Works , t

>>
[5] extends the scheme ofi [26] to a threshold scheme 
with the cost of 0(2* log n) .efficiency for threshold t. 
[22] considers deniable fingjauthentication that accepts 
variety of public-keys and a threshold o f signers. It
however, needs interaction between the signer and the
verifier. ' i

4. O ur Schem e
} n

4‘.1 ’Key Types (
j i a

■We 'consider two' classes' o f signature schemes character
ized by trapdoor-one-way-permutations and three-move 
protocols, which we denotfe type-OW and type-3M, re
spectively.

Cl&s type-OW iiidhides schemes such as variants 
of RSA signatures [3], [10], Rabin signatures and Pail- 
lier signature^ [24], which use trapdoor-one-way per
mutations. Let F  be a onp-way permutation and I  be 
its inverse function denned over space C. Computing 
F(pk, •), I(sk , ■), are easy but computing I  without sk 
is infeasible as defined below, 

fi
D efin ition  4.1 (T ra p d oor -on e -w a y ) For any prob
abilistic polynomial-time algorithm A , fo r  (pk, sk) •*— 
G(1K), and, for -c  <—•€!, F (p k ,A (c ,p k )) =  c happens 
only with negligible probability in k . Probability is taken 
lover, ‘-coin .flips of A , Q, and the choice of challenge c.

Signature s is issued by inverting encoded message e S 
'& With secret-key sk) i.e., s =  I(sk , e), and verification
is’ clofie by checking e =  F (p k ,s ), i.e., recovering the 
^ficoded message from signature s with public-key pk 
and comparing it to "the 'jpveri message.

Although trapdoor-one-way is sufficient to our con
struction, better security bound can be achieved if use
ful extra property is provided. Here, we assume that 

(pk, •) is chosen from a family of claw-free permuta
tions.

D efin ition  4 .2 (C law -free ) A family o f pair of 
functions is claw-free family if, for any probabilistic

polynomial-time algorithm A , for  ( / ,  / ' )  <— T K, prob
ability that, given ( / , / ' ) ,  A  outputs (s ,s ') such that 
f ( s ) =  f '(s ')  only with negligible probability in n. Prob
ability is taken over coin flips o f A , and the choice of

A pair (s ,s ') that causes f ( s ) =  f '(s ')  is called a 
claw. For more formal treatment that states random 
sampling and other standard properties, please refer 
[19]. We consider that public-key pk generated by key- 
generator Q( 1K) uniformly selects a pair of claw-free 
function from T K. Namely, we consider /(•) =  F(pk, ■) 
and /'(• ) =  F ’ (pk, ■).

The RSA function is a concrete candidate of such 
/ .  For f ( s )  =  se mod n, define f ( s )  =  rse mod n 
where r  is taken from Z * . Then, ( / ,  / ' )  is claw-free 
under the RSA assumption because a claw, say (s, s'), 
which satisfies f ( s )  — s* mo$ n =  rs 'e mod n =  / ' ( s ' ) , 
allows one to invert r as r l/e =  s/s' mod n. In gen
eral, claw-free permutations can be constructed from 
homomorphic or random-self-reducible trapdoor per
mutations [15].

Class type-3 M, typified by the Schnorr signature 
scheme, includes the ones derived from three-move pro
tocols, e.g., [11], which involve three polynomial-time 
algorithms, say A, Z  and V  performed by a prover 
and a verifier. The prover commits to a h  A(sk\ r) 
and answers to randomly chosen challenge c with s =  
Z (sk ,r ,c ) . (By A (sk: r), we denote that r is chosen 
uniformly from its proper domain and given.to proba
bilistic algorithm A  as a source of randomness. The do
main may depend on sk as well as algorithm A. Similar 
notation will be used in the rest of paper.) The verifier 
accepts if a =  V(pk, s, c). The protocol must be-honest 
verifier zero-knowledge. That is, for c and s randomly 
chosen from appropriate distribution, the’distribution 
of V (p k ,s ,c )  is identical,(or statistically close) tathat 
of A (sk; r) with uniformly chosen r. Due to technical 
reasons, we demand slightly more. That is, for every 
pk, sk and c, distribution of V(pk, s, c) must be identi
cal (or statistically close) to that of A (sk; r) according 
to .the uniform-choice of s and r. Similarly, for every sk 
and c, Z (sk ,r ,c )  distributes uniformly (or statistically 
close to it) over its domain according* to the-uniform 
choice of r. Such property, which we call fixed challenge 
uniformity, is provided by m?my three-move protocols, 
e.g., s =  r +  c  x  sk  distributes .uniformly according to 
the uniform choice of r in Schnorr signature.

Additionally, the protocols must‘provide collision 
property defined as follows.

D efin ition  4.3 (C ollis ion  p ro p e r ty )  There exists a 
polynomial-time algorithm that computes sk from pk 
and two accepting conversations (a ,c ,s ) and (a, c',s ')  
where (c, s) ^  (c', s').

The Fiat-Shamir technique converts three-move proto
cols to secure digital signature schemes by generating
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challenge c from a and message m  via an ideal hash 
function. The resulting signature is (c, s) that can be 

?
verified by checking c =  h ash (V (pk ,c ,s),m ).

Some signature scheines are neither type-OW nor 
type-3M. For such schemes, we consider compatibil
ity among signature schemes. Signature scheme A is 
compatible with scheme B if 1. A ’s secret-keys and 
public-keys can be used to issue and verity signatures 
of scheme B, and 2. breaking B (in the sense of ex
istential unforgeable against adaptive chosen message 
attacks [19]) implies breaking A using the same key. 
For instance, DSS is not either type but it is compati
ble with the Schnorr signature scheme of type-3M. Since 
breaking the Schnorr signature scheme implies that the 
discrete-log is tractable with regard to the key, it im
plies DSS is broken, too. Thus, DSS keys can be in
volved in our scheme with type-3M.

With regard to type-OW schemes, however, special 
care may be needed. Remember that type-OW only 
shows the ability of computing I(sk ,-)  and does not 
necessarily imply possession of sk. Therefore, it is not 
sufficient that scheme A ’s keys can be used to scheme B, 
but it has to-be true that ability of computing I(sk , •) 
of scheme B is sufficient to generate signatures of A.

The signature scheme in [4] is an interesting 
scheme that belongs to type-OW but its keys are also 
compatible with type-3M ones. In such a case, one 
can involve the keys as either.type-OW or type-3M keys 
according to ones convenience (perhaps'by comparing 
their computation 'and communication costs-which de
pend on particular implementation). ’ i

4.2 Description

, [K ey G eneration ]

A signer generates his own key pair by using the sig
nature generation function of a signature scheme of his 
choice: (sk,pk) <— Q(1K, type)

[P u blic-key  Listing]

Compose L =  {pk1 ;. . .  ,pkn}, which is a list of public- 
keys where the signer’s public-key is located as pkk- 
(Corresponding secret-key is referred as skk hereafter.)

We assume that L is sorted so that’the first £ keys 
are of type-OW and the others are of type-3M. This 
sorting is only for exposition and irrelevant to user am
biguity.

For a, b 6 Ci, let a+b  denote the group operation of 
Abelian group C; and a — b be the group operation with 
inverse of b. These binary operators are usejd without 
subscripts that denotes each group. Le$ Hi : {0 ,1 }*  —► 
Ci be a hash function. Domain Ci depends on pkt. For 
{pki , ski) o f type-OW, Ci corresponds to the domain 
where F (pkiy •) and I(sk i, •) are defined. For (pk^ski)

o f type-3M, it corresponds to the randomness space of 
Ai(ski\r).

[S ignature G eneration ]
To simplify the description, we define algorithms 

A, V , Z  for type-OW keys as follows.

A (s k ;r ) = f r 

V(pk, s, c) = f c  +  F(pk, s)

Z (sk ,r ,c )  = f I(sk ,i— c)

In this way, A, V , Z  can be treated just like those 
of type-3M. It is easily verified that they provide fixed 
challenge uniformity, which is necessary to prove the 
signer ambiguity. In the following, the indices written 
as subscripts are considered within {1, • • • , n }. Espe
cially, n +  1 is equivalent to 1.

G - l  (Initialization): Compute a* =  Ak(skk',r) and 
1 Hk-^x(L, TTi, Clk) •

G -2  (Forward sequence): For i =  k + l , .., n, 1 ,..., A:—1, 
select Si randomly and compute

o-i =  Vi(pki,Si,Ci), and 
Cj.fi =  Hi+1(L ,m , (a).

G -3  (Forming the ring): Compute Sk =  Zk(skk, r,Ck). 

G -4 f Output <r =  (c i ,s i ,  s2, • • • , s n).

[S ignature V erification]
Given (L , m, q), purse a as above and compute the 

following. For i =  1, • ■ • ,n , compute

ai =  Vi(pki , si: Ci),
Ci-)_x H i + l ( L ,  171, Qji).

Accept if cn+i computed at the last moment of the 
above loop is identical to the input c\. Reject otherwise.

5. S ecu rity

T h e o re m  5.1 The proposed scheme is unconditionally 
signer-ambiguous.

Proof. We show that distribution o f signature a is in
dependent’of k. Observe that for every i £ { 1 , . . .  ,n }  
except for i =  k, ŝ  is uniformly chosen from appropri
ate domain. For i =  k, Sk also distributes uniformly due 
to the uniform choice o f r  and the fixed challenge uni
formity of Z. Next, we consider the distribution of c\. 
Observe that C\ distributes according to an. If k ^  n, 
an distributes as if it were generated by A n(skn ‘,r n) 
with uniformly chosen rn due to the uniform choice of 
sn and the fixed challenge uniformity of V. Otherwise,
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if k =  n, an is indeed generated by A n(skn\ r). Accord
ingly, distribution o f c\ is independent o f A:. □

Note that the signer ambiguity does not rely on 
ideal randomness assumption on the hash function. 
Next, we claim unforgeability.

Theorem 5.2 (Unforgeability) The proposed sch
eme is existentially unforgeable against adaptive chosen 
message and chosen public-key attacks.

Proof. Let A  be (e, r, qs ,qh,  <7a)-adversary that wins the 
game defined in Definition 2.3, with a forged signature 
(L, rh, ci, S i , . . . ,  S|£|) with probability at least e, run
ning time at most r , at most qs signature requests, qa 
add requests. Here, qh denotes the upper bound o f ran
dom oracle calls made during the game, i.e., calls from 
-the adversary, from the signing oracle, and for verifi
cation of the forged signature. For each Fi(pki ,-), let 
F'(pk{ , •) be a partner o f claw-free permutations as de
fined in Definition 4.2. We prove the theorem by prov
ing the following lemma, which is the quantitive version 
of the theorem.

Lemma 5.3 I f  there exists (e, r, qs ,qh, qa) -adversary 
A , then, there exists (e' ,t')-sim ulator S T M  that takes 
(Linit, F i ,F [ , . . .  ,Fe, F () as an input and finds a secret- 
key o f type-3M in L-mit or a claw for  one o f the claw-free 
permutations, with probability e' and running time t '  
where

1 , 2 ^
5 0 ’ e y (1 ~  f ) q° (1 -  f ) q‘ +1 J  T

Proof. Let r  and e be the running time and success 
probability of A . Let qs be the maximum number of 
signing oracle queries made by A. Let qh be the max
imum number of hash queries made during the attack. 
Note that qh includes the ones from STM. for sign
ing oracle simulation, verification, and etc. Namely, qh 
denotes the total length o f the tables that defines in
put/output correspondence of the random oracles. By 
q, we denote the size of smallest Ci (regardless of the 
types of keys) defined by i j nit ■

We first show that, by treating all hash functions 
as random oracles, signatures can be generated without 
knowing any secret-key at all. Let (L j ,m j ) be a query 
to the signing oracle and let nj denote | Lj j. In the 
following, pkt means the i-th public-key stored in Lj  
and all functions and variables accompanied by suffix i 
are defined relative to pk{ .

[Signing .Oracle Simulation]

S -l . Choose Ci, Si raridomly and compute a\ =  
Vi{pki, Si, Ci).

S -2. For i =  2, • • • , rij, choose s, randomly and com
pute

C{ — H i{L j , Tflj, d̂ —i), 
ai =  Vi(pki,Si,Ci\.

S-3. Assign ci to the value of H\(Lj,rn,j, anj).

S-4. Output Oj =  (ci, s i , . . . ,  snj).

Observe that back-patching of hash value is done 
only once for H i at step t3 to simulate one signature. 
It fails only “if exactly the same cjuery (L j,m j,a nj) has 
been already made to H i. Since aTLj distributes uni
formly due to the fixed-challenge uniformity of Vi and 
uniform choice of snj in step 2, such an . is included in 
the past <  qh queries to Hi with probability at most

Thus, step 3 is successful with probability at least 
1 — Y  and qs signatures are successfully simulated with 
probability at least (1 — ~ ) 'Js. Except for such negli
gible failure cases, the simulated signatures distribute 
as well as the real ones. Since q is supposed to be ex
ponentially large while other parameters in the above 
formula are polynomially bound, the simulated signa
ture'are statistically close to those in the real run.

We *proceed to construction of S T M . For sim
plicity, we .wrap the random oracles H i,H 2 , - - -  to a 
single random oracle whose j -th query is formatted as 
Qj =  (pk ,L jirrij,a j). If pk =  pkt e  Lan, the uni
fied random oracle returns a random value that defines 
H i(L j,m ,j,a j). (Note that,' since pk is used only as a 
label to identify individual hash function Hi, it does not 
matter even if pk £  Lj and/or Lj % sDaii.) If pk Laii, 
it returns _L (since no hash function is defined for such 
public-key). It returns the same value for duplicated 
queries. (We do not explicitly describe such ineffective 
interactions in the following for conciseness.)

A  key observation is the following:, Suppose 
that A  outputs forged signature (L ,r h ,c i ,§ i , . . . ,  S|£|)-
Then, for $ach pk{ G L (from now, pki denotes i-th 
public-key in L and all functions and variables with 
suffix i are defined relative to p /c j, random oracle 
query (pkit L, m, V^pkf, Si, c,)) must be made. Since 
these hash values form a ring, there*, exist i' € 
{ 1 , . . . ,  |L|} and a pair of indices (u, y) such, that Qu =  
ipkil+^,'L,m ,au), Qv =  (pki,,L ,rh ,av) and u <  y. 
Namely, pkit lies in between the gap of _hash query or
der. We call such (u ,v) a gap index pair. Note that 
u =  v happens only if the, resulting L contains only 
one public-key. If there are two pr more gap indices 
with, regard'to the signature, ,only the smallest one is 
considered.

Given Linjt and pairs of claw-free permutations as 
described in Lemma 5.3, S T M  works as follows.

A - l .  Choose an index u G { 1 , . . . ,  qh} (expecting that 
u is to be the smaller one off the gap index pair 
(u,t;)).

A -2. Run A  and simulates the environment of the
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game defined in Definition 2.3 as follows. For 
every signing oracle query, return a simulated sig
nature as mentioned above. For every random or
acle query, return a random value except fo r  the 
following case; Let pk*‘ be the public-key speci
fied by the u-th query Qu. If pk* is of type-OW, 
for every j-th  query to  Hi made after Qu, choose 
s*j randomly and return au — F'(pk*, s*j). For 
each add request, simply add the public-key to 
the list.

A -3 . A  outputs ,(L,m , ci, s i , ., S|£|) that satisfies all 
winning conditions of the forgery game and cor
responds to gap index (u, v ) for some v >  u. Oth
erwise, restart from A -l.

B - l .  If i'-th public-key in L is pk* and it is of type- 
OW, it holds that au =  Hi(L, m, av)+ F (p k *, §i>) 
as defined by verification procedure. Since 
H i(L ,rh ,av) =  au — F'(pk*, s*-) is set in step 
A-2, we have F(pk*,§i>) — F '(pk*,s*j), which is 
a claw. S T M  thus completes the simulation by 
outputting claw (s^, s* ). If pk* is type-3M, oth
erwise, S T M  proceeds to phase C.

C - l .  Restart A  handling its queries exactly in the same 
way as done in phase A making exactly the same 
random choices until Qu is made. For Qu and 
all subsequent queries, simulation proceeds in the 
same way as phase A but using a new indepen
dent random choices.

C -2 . A  outputs (L,rh, c'j, s'1 ;. . . ,  s j^ ) as well as step 
A-3 that corresponds to gap index (u , v') for some 
v' >  u. Let c and d  be replies to Qv in phase A 
and Qv> in phase C respectively. If c ^  c', proceed 
to phase D. Otherwise, restart from C -l.

D - l .  S I M  now extracts sk* using (au, c, Si>) and 
(au, c', s'y), that forms a collision with regard to 
pk*. S I M  outputs (sk*,pk*) and stops.

Now we evaluate the above reduction. Let de
note the probability that the expected event in A-3 hap
pens. We then have

ei >
1_

Qh

i  _ q h
( i )

where factor ~  is for the cost of guessing correct index 
u, and factor (1 — ^ -)q‘ is for the signing oracle simula
tion. By repeating phase A at most t i  =  1/ei times, the 
event at A-3 happens with probability 1 — (1 — e i)7! >  
1 — exp(—1) >  3/5.

If Ljnit contains only type-OW keys, S T M  does find 
a claw in B -l. In such a case, S T M  runs in time T\ 
and success probability at least *3/5. Except for such a 
special case, we proceed evaluation assuming that the

favorable result in B -l does not come out.
To evaluate phase C, we apply classical heavy-row 

argument [18]. Consider a binary matrix whose row 
corresponds to the random choices (including the entire 
random tape of „4) made before query Qu is answered, 
and whose column corresponds to the random choices 
after that. Each cell contains4r*if A  causes the expected 
event of A-3. Otherwise it contains 0. The probability 
that a randomly chosen cell contains 1 is €\. A  heavy 
row is a row that contains 1 more than e i/2  o f its cells. 
Now, due to the heavy-row. lemma, the random choices 
made during the successful'run in phase -A is in a heavy 
row with probability at lbast 1/2. Therefore, the suc
cessful case in C-2 happens-<with probability at least 
ei/2 . Besides the probability that random oracle query 
Qv in phase A  and Qv> in phase C results in an iden
tical hash value is bound by'iJh/Q-' (Nbtfe tM t'th is is 
not 1/q because there are at most qh,~ u +  1 candi
dates of queries that forms a gap index 1̂ . combination 
with u and it is up to the adversary^ which one' to take. 
Accordingly, we need to bound this probability by the 
probability that the value replied to Qv in phase A also 
appears in qh answers of phase C.) Therefore, the total 
successful case in C is ^ (1  — ^ ) .

By repeating phase C at most tq, =  times,
the event at C happens with probability greater than 
3 /5  as well as phase A. 1

Finally, we analyse phase D. If c ^  c', (au, c, -v ) 
and (au,d ,s\ ,) forms a collision with regard to pk*(=  
pkit), and the simulator can compute se^ret-tkey (sfe*~due 
to the collision property. Since’ L>C L-m\t should hold 
by the wining condition of the ■game, pk* is included in 
Linit- Thus the simulator is successful-in computing a 
secret-key that corresponds to one of the'public-keys in

The total running time is upper .bound by

n  +  r2 =  (

When qsqh q, the central term of the above formula 
is very close to 3, and the running time ti +  r2 is ap
proximately j assuming that the running time of A  
is the dominant factor compared to other operations 
such as A, V , F  and hashing. The success probability 
is at least

3 1 ‘ 3 
5 ' 2 ' 5

_9_
50

Therefore, if q is exponential, e is not negligible, and qh 
and qs are bound by polynomial in the security pkram- 
eter, S T M  runs in polynomial-time with sufficiently 
large success probability. □

Due to the lemma 5.3, Theorem 5.2 can be proven.
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Because if there exist STM. that runs in polynomial- 
time, it allows one to compute a claw for at least one 
claw-free family or extracts at least one secret-key that 
corresponds to type-3M public-key in L-m\t. It contra
dicts the assumptions. □

6. Concrete Examples

6/1 All Discrete-Log Case

For-i =  1 , . . . ,  n, let (y{,P i, Qi,gi) be DL public-keys as 
described in Sect. 3-.1 and Hi : {0 ,1 }*  —> Z 9i be hash 
functions. Let L  be a list of these public-keys. A  signer 
who' has secret-key Xk• generates a signature for message 
m  as’ follows.

[Signature Generation]

I ) - l  (Initialization): Select r <— Zqk and compute 
ck\ i =  H k+ i{L ,m ,gkr m od p fc).

Ei-2 -(Forward sequence): For i =  k +  1 , n,  1,..., k — 
1, select Si <— Z 9i and compute Cj+i =  
'i?i+i (L ,m ,5|4j / f  mod pi).

D -3 (Forming the ring): Compute Sk =  r  — XkCk mod 
Qk-

k
The resulting signature for m  and L  is (ci, s i, S2 , • • ■ , 
Sn)'

•[Signature Verification]
1 For i =  1 , . . .  ,n , compute a* =  g° ' m o d  Pi and 
d + 1 =  Hi+ i (L. m, a-i) where subscript n +  1 is trans
lated to 1. Accept if the c\ computed at the last step 
equals the input c\. Reject otherwise.

Intuitively, this scheme is a ring o f the Schnorr sig
natures where each challenge is taken from the previous 
step. Indeed, it is the Schnorr signature scheme when 
n  =  1.

6.2 All RSA Case

For i =  1; . . . ,  n. lpt (ei,N i) be RSA public-keys and 
Hi : {0 ,1 }*  —► Z/vt be hash functions. Let L  be a list 
of these public-keys.; A, ^igner who has secret-key dk 
generates a signature jfor message m as follows.

|Signature generation]

T -l  (Initialization): Select +— ZiVfc and compute 
Cfc+i =  H k+ i(L ,m ,r k).

T-2 (Forward sequence): For i =  k +  1, ..,n , 1,..., k — 
1, select Si *— Zjv4, and cmnpute Cj+ i =  

f H i+ i(L ,m , Cj +  s -4 m odiVj).

T-3 (Shaping into a ring): Compute Sk =  (rk —
ck‘)dk mod Nk

The resulting signature for m  and L  is (ci, s i, S2 , ■ ■ •, 
Sn)-

[S ignature V erification]
For i =  1 , . . . ,  n, compute — Ci +  s®4 mod Ni and 

then Ci+i =  Hi+i(L ,m ,r i) . Accept if cn+i computed 
at the last moment of the above loop is identical to the 
input ci. Reject otherwise.

6.3 Mixture Case: RSA and Schnorr

We finally show a small example for involving both 
RSA-type and DL-type "keys. For simplicity, we con
sider the case n =  2, i.e., only two public-keys are in
volved. Let L  consist of RS*A-piiblic-key (e, N ) and one 
Schnorr public-key {y ,g ,p ,q ). Let H\ : {0 ,1 }*  —> Zjv 
and # 2  : {0 ,1 }*  —> Z  q be "hash functions. A  signer who 
has the RSA-type secret-key, d, generates a signature 
for message m  as follows^

[Signature generation] 1

M - l  (Initialization): Select r <— Zjv and compute 
c2 =  H 2(L ,m ,r).

M -2  (Forward sequence): Select s2 <— Z g and com
pute ci =  H i(L ,m ,g S2y C2. m odp).

M -3  (Shaping into a ring): Compute si =  (r —
Cl)d mod N

The resulting signature is ( c i ,s i ,s 2).

[Signature V erification]
Given (L ,m ,c i ,s i ,s 2), compute c2 =  i?2(L ,m ,c i +  
sf modp/V.). Accept if.,Ci, H i(L ,m ,g S2y°2 m od p).
Reject, otherwise..

The signature can be shorten by selecting 
(c2, s i , s 2) as asignature because |ci| is the size of RSA 
modulus typically >  1024 bits while |c2| is the size of q 
typically >  160,bits, 

i « I
7. E fficiency

i <
We compare our ring signature scheme1 with'the existing 
schemes using DL, ECDL (elliptic ciirve DL) and RSA 
trapdoor functions, in terms of the length of a signature 
and the computational cost of signature generation and 
verification. We refer the scheme in Sect. 3’. 1 by “W I 
signatures” and the scheme in Sect. 3.2 with RSA trap
door function by “RSA ring signatures,” hereafter. Let 
n Tjfe’ the number o f  signers of ring signature. 
n Table 1 shows the comparison in terms of the 
length of the signature. Here, L(DL) is the length 
o f exponent of DL signature, and is typically 160-bit. 
L(RSA) is the length of modulus of RSA signature, and 
is typically 1024-bit. L(EC) is the length of the size of 
cyclic subgroup in elliptic curve, and. is typically 160- 
bit. From the table, we can see that the length of our
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■liable l " “ Comparison,,of the length of signatrues (bits).

% 1 Length of, Signaturei Typical value
I signature (L(DL) +  L(DL)) x n 320 x n

Ours (DL) L(DL) +  L(DL) x n 160 +  160 x n
Ours (ECDL) L(EC) +  L(EC) x n 16C+ 160 x n

•RSA ring 
“signature

(L(RSA) +  160) 
+ (£ (R SA > +  160) x n

1184'4-1184 x n
r

Ours (RSA) L(RSA) +  L(RSA) x n 1024 +  1024 x n

Table 2 Computational costs for Signature generatibn and 
verification, and their typical value. ‘

Signing Cost Typical value
WI signature T(DL) x 5/4 x n 2.0 x 10s x n
Ours (DL) T(DL) x 5/4 x n 2.0 x 10s x n
Ours (ECDL) T(EC) x 5/4 x n 7.1 x 10' x n
RSA ring 

‘ signature
T(RSA-1 ) 
+tT(RSA) x n

1.0 x 109 
+1.6 X 107 x n

Ours (RSA) T{  RSA- 1 ) 
+ T (R S A )x  n

1.0 x 10u 
+1.6 x 107 x n

Verification Cost Typical value
WI signature T(DL) x 5/4 x n 2.0 X 10b X n
Ours (DL) T(DL) x 5/4 x n 2.0 X 10M x  n
Ours (ECDL) T(  EC) x 5 /4 x n 7.1 x 107 x n
RSA ring sig. T(RSA) x n 1.6 x 10' x n
Ours (RSA) T (R S A )x  n 1.6 x 10f x n

signature with DL is one half o f W I signature for large 
n, and that the length o f our signature with RSA is 
13% less than the length of RSA ring signature.

Table 2 shows the comparison in terms of the 
computational costs of signature generation and ver
ification. Here, T (D L ), T (E C ), T (R S A ~ 1) and 
T (R SA ) are the computational costs of modular ex
ponentiation, scalar multiplication on elliptic curve, 
inverse RSA function and RSA function, respec
tively. Typically, T(D L) =  T((1024)(160)), T {EC) =  
T((160) • (£C 160)), T (R SA _1) =  T((1024)(1024)) and 
T(RSA) =  T((1024)(16)). Here, T ( (® )^ )  is the num
ber of (single precision) arithmetic operation of expo
nentiation with x-bit .modulus and y -bit exponent, and 
is estimated x 2 x ,y. Exponentiation with y-bit expo
nent needs y z-bit multiplications, using binary method 
and the fact costs of square is half o f multiplication, x- 
bit multiplication needs x 2 (single precision) arithmetic 
operations. T ((y )  • (E C x )) is the number of (single pre
cision) arithmetic operation of scalar multiplication on 
elliptic curve with x-bit base field and y -bit scalar, and 
is estimated x 2 x 14 x  y. Scalar multiplication on ellip
tic curve with y -bit scalar needs y  additions of points, 
using binary method and the fact costs of doubling is 
half o f costs o f addition. Addition of points with z-bit 
base field needs 14 a;-bit multiplications, using Jaco- 
bian coordinate, x-bit multiplication needs x 2 (single 
precision) arithmetic operations. Hence, we have

T((1024)(1O24)) =  10242 x 1024 «  1.07 x 109,
T((1024)(16O)) =  10242 x 160 «  1.67 x 108,

T((1024-)(16)) =  10242 x 16 w 1.67 x 10?,
T((160) ■ ( E C m ) )  =  1602 x 14 x 160 «  5.73 

x lO 7.

The computational costs of exponentiation with 
two basis is 5 /4  o f  - exponentiation with single basis, 
using two basis binary method. Prom' these tables, we 
can see that the computational costs of our signature 
with DL is as same as W I signature, and that the com
putational costs of our signature with RSA is as same 
as RSA ring signature.

Notice that in known schemes the length and the 
computational costs of signature is proportional to the 
maximum o f the length o f DL exponent /  RSA mod
ulus. In our scheme, the length and the computa
tional costs o f signature is proportional to the average 
o'f the length o f DL exponent /  RSA modulus, since our 
scheme need not to round up the length to the maxi- 
muni length.
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p, q, g in the non-separable model. So only y; is differ
ent in public-keys for each member. Let L  be a set of 
{y i,p ,q ,g )  for i =  1 , . . .  ,7i. Let H  : {0 ,1 }*  —* Z 9 be a 
hash function.

A signer who owns secret-key x/~ generates a signa
ture for message m with public-key list L that includes 
j/fe, in the following way.

S - l  Select a,Ci <— Z 9 for i =  1, . . .  ,n , i ^  k, and 
compute a =  ga Ui=i,i^k V? mod P- 

S-2 Compute

c =  H (L ,m ,a )
Cfc =  c —(ci +  - • --|-Cfc—i +  - • --̂ -Cn) mod q
s =  a  — Ch • Xk mod q.

The resulting signature is a =  (s, c i , . . . ,  Cn). (L, m, a) 
is valid if

n

^2 a = H(L> ™,9By\ ■■■vcn ) mod ?•
i= 1

The security of this scheme can be reduced to the 
discrete-log problem (representation problem) by stan
dard rewinding simulation.
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A p p e n d ix : A n  E fficient S chem e in  N on-
separable M o d e l

Lei p, q be large primes. Let (g) denote a prime sub
group in Z* generated by g whose order is q. Let Xi, 
■yi be, yi =  gXi mod p. .Here Xi is the secret-key and 
(2/i >P> <?!<?) is the public-key. All member use common
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